Injury Crash

Where: Hwy 1806 and 46th Avenue (West of ND Veterans Cemetery)

When: 02/10/2021 920 PM

Road Conditions: Clear

Weather Conditions: Clear

Crash Involvement: One Vehicle

Type of Crash: One Vehicle Rollover

Agencies Involved: NDHP, Morton County SO

Vehicle No. 1: 2008 GMC Acadia

  Driver No. 1: Katrina Donohue, 33, Bismarck, Injured
  Restraints: Seat Belt
  Passengers: None
  Charges: Pending

NARRATIVE:

A GMC was traveling south bound on 1806 south of Mandan. The driver failed to negotiate a left-hand curve west of the Veterans Cemetery. The driver entered the west ditch. The driver attempted to maintain control of the vehicle while on the shoulder, but vehicle spun sideways. The vehicle overturned multiple times and came to rest in the bottom of a drainage on its wheels. The driver was transported to Sanford in Bismarck. The crash remains under investigation by the NDHP.

For More Information Contact:
Sgt Travis Skar
tmskar@nd.gov